The #1 CPQ (Configure, Price, Quote) Solution for Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations

Take your organization beyond the Product Builder with enterprise-class CPQ from Experlogix.
Online or On-Premise

We give you the power of choice with the unique ability to switch between platforms anytime. You can even host and own Experlogix yourself and connect to CRM Online if needed.

Improve Manufacturing Productivity

Experlogix combines with Dynamics 365 to form a powerful engineering and product management system, automating bill-of-materials, cost and routing determinations, and enabling dramatic cuts in manufacturing lead times.

Build Rules & Formulas Fast

The Experlogix Design Center is a user-friendly workbench which allows non-technical users to create and maintain complex rules and sophisticated algebraic formulas – all without programming expertise.

Dynamics Updates

If you’re ready to take advantage of a new Dynamics release, rest assured we support the new version – there’s never a delay.

Offline

With our proven offline technology, your reps in remote locations can still build quotes and orders, regardless of complexity.

We Respect the Dynamics UI

No matter which version of Dynamics you use, Experlogix matches the look of each Dynamics release. Why is this important? It provides a natural transition from Dynamics 365 to CPQ for your users, shortens learning curves and increases user adoption. Wish we didn’t match Dynamics 365? We’ve got other skins to choose from or you can create your own.

- Eliminate quote errors
- Speed quote-to-order times
- Place engineering expertise into the hands of sales representatives
- Guarantee complete product and service configurations at the time of order
- Automatically Create Production Orders
- Dynamics 365 Project Integration
- Lean Manufacturing Support
- Multi-currency & language support
- Works with Dynamics 365 for Operations and AX
- Fast set-up, easy maintenance